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Abstract: The mathematical applications are building pillars of engineering and sciences applications. In the era of artificial intelli gence, computations 
are based on mathematical developments. The trust areas for such applications are medical imaging, agricultural internet of things, logistics and space 
research. As human life is most important element, in this paper we presenting the medical imaging application developed with mathematical modeling 

using game theory strategy and set theory. The pixel calculations is an important base for medical image study hence, this paper presents new 
development of research methodology using pixel sets. The brain tumor of type LGG and HGG are modeled with pixel geometrical  focus. The proposed 
research is proved to be important for future medical imaging. 

 
Index Terms: Brain MRI, Fourier transforms, game theory, Laplace pyramid, mathematical application, set theory, tumor detection 

——————————      —————————— 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
THE tumor is basically an uncontrolled growth of cancerous 
cells in any part of the body, whereas a brain tumor is an 
uncontrolled growth of cancerous cells in the brain [1]. A brain 
tumor can be benign or malignant. The benign brain tumor 
[2],[3],[4] has uniformity in structure and does not contain 
active (cancer) cells, whereas malignant brain tumors have a 
non-uniformity (heterogeneous) in structure and contain active 
cells [5],[6]. The gliomas and meningiomas are the examples 
of low-grade tumors, classified as benign tumors and 
glioblastoma and astrocytomas are a class of high-grade 
tumors, classified as malignant tumors [7],[8]. To detect 
infected tumor tissues from medical imaging modalities, 
segmentation is employed. Segmentation is necessary and 
important step in image analysis; it is a process of separating 
an image into different regions or blocks sharing common and 
identical properties, such as color, texture, contrast, 
brightness, boundaries, and gray level [9],[10],[11]. The 
primary task of preprocessing is to improve the quality of the 
MR images and make it in a form suited for further processing 
by human or machine vision system [12]. Preprocessing helps 
to improve certain parameters of MR images such as; 
improving the signal to noise ratio [13], enhancing the visual 
appearance of MR image, removing the irrelevant noise and 
undesired parts in the background, smoothing the inner part of 
the region, and preserving its edges [14]. To improve the 
signal-to-noise ratio, and thus the clarity of the raw MR 
images, we applied adaptive contrast enhancement based on 
modified sigmoid function. Many image processing tasks can 
be formulated as an inverse problem, in which the data f is 
assumed to be obtained approximately by applying a linear 
operator A on an image u with additive noise. For example, A 
is the identity matrix for image de-noising, a convolution matrix 
for de-blurring, and sub-sampling of Fourier transform for a 
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) reconstruction problem 

[15]. In most scenarios, solving  from  is ill-posed 

in the sense that directly inverting would result in bad and 
possibly multiple solutions [16]. It is necessary and even 
desirable to constrain the solutions through regularization, with 
the help of prior knowledge of images that one wants to 
reconstruct. Minimization methods based on the explicit 
formula for the gradient allow us to propose efficient numerical 
algorithms for the approximate solution of inverse problems of 

wave tomography. The gradient method has regularizing 
properties and stops when the value of the residual functional 
becomes equal to the error of the input data [17]. Some of 
other mathematical modeling can be used as Fourier 
transform, Laplace pyramid to calculate the covariance 
function but disadvantage is these methods increases the 
computational time. Hence, to avoid such demerits, we 
proposed game theory approach, which focuses on pixel (of 
brain MR image) set clustering and it can be a good 
application of applied mathematics with more accuracy and 
less execution time. 
 

2 EXISTING RESEARCH 
Inspired by the latest achievement of convolution neural 
networks, a growing quantity of deep learning centered 
automated segmentation algorithms have already been 
suggested. Existing study runs on the multi-scale architecture 
by merging features from paths with different filter sizes. They 
furthermore improved their outcomes by cascading down their 
versions. Additional author piled more convolution layers with 
smaller sized (3x3) filter sizes. They develop individual 
networks for segmentation of LGG and HGG [18]. In short, a 
Gaussian [19],[20],[21] procedure may be used to produce 
prophecies regarding most continuous function f(x) provides 
training data with a set of (x, y) pairs without specifying a 

elemental type for f(x) with assumption of a function k(x, ) 
which provides the variance of the function elements for any 

pair x and  . The function of k(x,  ) is generally become 
the function f(x) which changes gradually with change in x. 
Particularly for influence MRI statistics author most recently 
recommended a covariance function which usually blend a 
“circular” covariance process for the slanted path and so a 
square-shaped exponential through the x-value path [22]. 
 

3 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
Quantitative evaluation of mind tumors provides useful info 
and consequently comprises an important component of 
analysis methods. Automated segmentation is usually 
appealing in this framework, as it enables for faster, more goal 
and possibly more accurate explanation of relevant growth 
guidelines, like the quantity of its sub regions. Because of to 
the irregular character of tumors, nevertheless, the 
advancement of algorithms able of automated segmentation 
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continues to be difficult. The majority of existing methods 
resolve the over optimization issue with numerous fidelity 
terms and frequency conditions in either constant or under the 
radar configurations. Many strategies examine the sparsity of 
the gradient vectors Du of the outcomes acquired in the de-
noising and de-blurring tests. Determine a gradient vector to 

become non-sparse if both  and at that pixel are 
bigger than 0.001. After that one can determine the 
percentage of nonsparse gradient vectors over the total 
quantity of pixels. Additional existing method is usually 
Laplacian Pyramid Network (LPN) centered on a cascade of 
convolution neural networks (CNNs). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Picture based growth phenotyping and produced medically 
relevant guidelines this kind of as predicted survival is usually 
typically carried out by means of radiomics. Strength, form and 
consistency features are therefore calculated from 
segmentation face masks of the tumor sub regions and 
consequently utilized to teach a machine learning formula. 
These features may also become accompanied by additional 
steps hand made to the issue at hands, like the range of the 
growth to the ventricles and crucial constructions in the mind. 
Although our primary concentrate was place on the 
segmentation component of the problem, we created a basic 
radiomics centered strategy mixed with an arbitrary forest 
repressor and a multilayer perception outfit for success 
conjecture. The proposed methodology is focused on the pixel 
distortion identification and correction using game theory and 
set theory pixel clustering. As shown in fig. 1 above, the input 
is Magnetic Resonance (MR) Image.  

 

 Image Segmentation  
Data preprocessing With MRI intensity ideals becoming non 
standard, normalization is definitely crucial to enable for data 
from different institutes, scanners and obtained with different 
protocols to become prepared by one solitary formula. This 
can be especially accurate for neural networks where imaging 
strategies are typically treated as color stations. 

 Angular Displacement filtering 
For oblique angle modification, what matters is usually the 
oblique position between the scanner and image coordinates. 
Scanner coordinates send to the coordinates of the MRI 
scanning device and picture coordinates relates to the 
coordinates of the Mister pictures. 

 Image pixel distortion  
Signal loss influencing an entire slice, or a big linked area of a 
slice, is certainly regularly noticed in diffusion weighted 
pictures, leading to an arranged of useless measurements. 
This is triggered by bulk movement during the diffusion 
development component of the imaging series. We 
recommend a technique to identify pixels affected by 
transmission loss and change them by a nonparametric 
conjecture, in order to reduce their effect on following 
evaluation. Signal dropout is usually a possibly severe issue 
that can trigger fake advantages when evaluating 
organizations where topics in one group are more probably to 
possess relocated or when regression data against an element 
that is definitely related with the degree of subject matter 
motion.When a dropout offers been discovered the following 
question is usually what to perform about it. One choice would 
end up being to dispose of the detected slice, but there are 
some useful complications connected with that. The end result 
of the corrections is usually a dataset in a solitary space which 
implies that all of the person diffusion weighted pictures will 
have got been resample into that space. Therefore a 
discarded slice will right now be a discarded oblique aircraft 
with ambiguous edges, and for which one would have required 
the info from the discarded slice for the interpolation.  For 
mathematical computation, we considered pixel plane process 
as shown in fig. 2 below. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Using set theory cluster extraction approach as a result 
extracted tumor boundary is noted for tumor type HGG or 
LGG. The input image is fitted and processed as a plane of 
pixel coordinates (x, y).  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 1. Proposed image processing steps 

 

 

Fig. 2. Representation of pixel plane process 

 

 

Fig. 3. LGG Pixel mapping for pixel set 
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As shown in fig. 3 above, we considered LGG brain tumor for 
pixel mapping using diagonal coordinates (x, y). As shown by 
red color dotted line, the pixels set is prepared till diagonal end 
of tumor (gray area) and skull border considered as a plane 
boundary. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Similarly, in case of multiple tumors i.e. HGG type tumor, as 
shown in fig. 4, the set of pixel are considered for diagonal as 
well as between tumor pixels set for identification of total set of 
pixels. 
 

4 RESULT AND ANALYSIS 
As a set theory cluster formation of pixel is done using game 
theory pixel travel strategy, the results proved that proposed 
research is better than any previous mathematical modeling 
application. The comparative results of machine learning 
mathematical approaches are shown in following Table 1. 

 
Table 1: Comparative Performance Analysis 

Sr. 
No. 

Technique 
used 

Visibility 
(%) 

Sensitivity 
(%) 

Execution 
Time(ms) 

1 

Proposed 

Research-
Pixel Set 
Theory 

98.16 91.38 45 

2 
Support 
Vector 

Machine 

96.56 90.12 48 

3 
K-Nearest 
Neighbor 

93.40 88.47 46 

 
As a comparative performance representation, following fig. 5 
shows that proposed method is performs well as compared to 
existing SVM and KNN methods for mathematical execution. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

As per comparative analysis shown above, it is clear that the 
proposed method, pixel set theory is more accurate in terms of 
visibility, sensitivity and requires moderate execution time.  
 

5 CONCLUSION 
We remark that edge detection becomes an important task in 
our method, since we will not know where the true edges are 
before we proceed. We presented the pixel set theory 
mathematical application for medical imaging segment. This 
method is best suited for surgical analysis of brain tumor. As 
the visibility is important element for doctors, it is better in case 
of proposed mathematical application. This research can 
further be developed as a hardware interfacing tool patch for 
radiological instrument. The artificial intelligence enabled 
mathematical application will rule the world in coming era. 
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Fig. 5. Comparative Analysis Chart 
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